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HIGH TECHNOLOGY INNOVATIVE PROTECTION 

The new GSM Telephone dialler is able to start remote commands, to send 
vocal messages and programmable SMS by the consumer 

 
Ave is a referenced company in the domestic and professional security sector and it proposes 
the new telephone dialler with GSM module and integrated antenna, a technological 
control device that guarantees high performances, exceptional reliability and the best security 
linked to a simple installation and use. 
 
The new telephone dialler is able to start two remote users and to send vocal 
messages (up to 4) and programmable and customized SMS by user, offering an 
innovative protection. 
 
The new device is characterized by a modern and simple design, adaptable to all styles and 
environments, and equipped with a large LCD display and an integrated keyboard which 
make easier the configuration. The programming operations are simple due to a list of intuitive 
menus. 
 
It is powered by “button cell ” battery, avoiding lack of line effects or mains failure, and it is 
always able to guarantee the transmission of vocal messages or configured SMS. 
 
Its small dimensions (161x110x30mm) allow the installation when required in little spaces, the 
phonebook with 63 memorized telephone numbers allows saving a high number of users. 
The user can activate the telephone dialler out-puts which are connected to a different 
functions by a simple SMS. 
 
The device guarantees also a big flexibility of use: the inputs are programmable and 
allow the connection to every central unit and/or device which is equipped with dry-contacts, 
normally open (NO) and/or normally closed (NC). 
 
Furthermore vocal messages and sms transmission, the new GSM telephone dialler has 
two out-puts which are managed by SMS and can do the “gate opening” mode. 
 
In the first case of use (sending an SMS), the user can activate an output with the combined 
function on the dialler. The option is useful for remote starting of the electric boiler in the 
house, for example. 
 
However, the reception of a missed call from a saved number on the dialler phonebook allows 
the activation of an output and so the gate opening. The user can call and open the gate 
without any additional cost: the dialler hang up the received call and proceed with gate 
opening. 
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